STOP THE PALESTINIAN
HOLOCAUST IN GAZA!
The murderous assault instigated by the terrorist state of Israel on the people of
Gaza has resulted in the deaths of nearly 200 innocent civilians, mainly women
and children, and deliberately targeted and destroyed peoples homes and
communities. It is only getting worse. This is not defence, this is murder!
These horrific events have shaken public opinion across the world and are rightly
condemned by the vast majority of freedom loving people, with notable
personalities such as Prof. Noam Chomsky stating:
“The incursion and bombardment of Gaza is not about destroying Hamas. It is not about stopping
rocket fire into Israel, it is not about achieving peace. The Israeli decision to rain death and
destruction on Gaza, to use lethal weapons of the modern battlefield on a largely defenceless
civilian population, is the final phase in a decades-long campaign to ethnically-cleanse
Palestinians. Israel uses sophisticated attack jets and naval vessels to bomb densely-crowded
refugee camps, schools, apartment blocks, mosques, and slums to attack a population that has no
air force, no air defence, no navy, no heavy weapons, no artillery units, no mechanized armor, no
command in control, no army... and calls it a war. It is not a war, it is murder.” “When Israelis in the
occupied territories now claim that they have to defend themselves, they are defending
themselves in the sense that any military occupier has to defend itself against the population they
are crushing. You can't defend yourself when you're militarily occupying someone else's land.
That's not defence. Call it what you like, it's not defence.”

While our governments and controlled media continue their biased reporting at
the hands of the powerful Israel Lobby which have a stranglehold upon them, the
people are speaking out! We believe in justice, freedom and independence for
Palestine and its people, and we ask you to stand with us! Let's stand together!

NATIONAL-ANARCHISTS STAND IN
SOLIDARITY WITH THE PEOPLE OF GAZA!
Zionist Supremacist Aggression Must Stop!
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